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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
Vander Veen's is a Dutch importer store in the USA established eighty years ago. It has                
been a primary source for Dutch products in the U.S. Vander Veen's provides an extended               
assortment of Dutch food including a large selection of Dutch cheese, de Ruyter Speculaas              
(spiced cookies), Bolletje Rusk and Wilhelmina Peppermints. Besides food their catalog also            
include wooden footwear (klompen), Delft, Souvenirs and other household articles. With a            
myriad of categories the Dutch expats who are living in the US can purchase the items from                 
The Netherlands that they miss the most. 
 
The redesign of the online store is necessary, because the current layout is aesthetically              
unpleasing and impractical. It is an extremely outdated way of presenting a website following              
none of the current design rules. No heading hierarchy, no clear color pattern, inconsistent              
picture sizes and only half of the page is translated to name a few issues with this website.                  
For the company to be able to sell more and actually have a thriving business, they will need                  
to change their page drastically.  

 
The target audience this company is aiming their advertising for are mostly Dutch people              
living abroad. Natives often miss their culture when they are seperated from it, so they seek                
stuff which reminds them of home. Also foreigners who are curious about this culture could               
shop for typical Dutch items at this store. 
 
The eventual goal of this design challenge is to make the website more user friendly by                
applying common design rules they are currently overlooking. A lot of parts on this website               
are inconvenient for users and might discourage them to continue purchasing items. We can              
reach this goal by implementing what we so far learned about design in our program. 
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Chapter 2 - Analysis 

Persona Insights 
 

 

 

� 
 

Floor de Jong 

 
 

 

“I’d want my children to get to 
know the Dutch culture” 
  
She wants to pass to the next       
generation the Dutch culture    
characteristics, mainly because they    
live far away from The Netherlands.  
 
Through food, her children can     
connect to Dutch influences in a      
tasty way while they know about      
their background. 
 
She likes to spread the Dutch      
culture through food to her friends.      
She struggles to find Dutch treats in       
the American market.  
 
She needs to rely on her relatives to        
bring her those Dutch tasty gifts. 
 
She misses the convenience of     
getting easily these Dutch treats for      
her beloved ones. 
 
I’m in search for a (web)shop where       
I can buy enough Dutch goods to       
share with my dear friends.  
 
“At parties, I like bringing Dutch 
treats”  
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Expert Review 
 

Design Principle Things to improve 

Principle #1  
Simple and natural dialogue 
 

In the detail page, the webshop presets several items as          
suggestions in two different categories "Accessories"      
and "Similar items", which can confuse the users. When         
the suggested item is selected the first chosen item on          
the detail page disappears and when the "back" button is          
clicked to the first chosen item, the page is addressed to           
the overall page. 

 

 The ‘special’ term has a broad meaning and for this 
webshop using special terms for on sale items, we think 
it can mislead the user. 

 

Principle #2  
Match the system with the 
real world 
 

On the Brochure page, the webshop uses jargons like         
"English directions", when clicked the directions are just        
recipes instructions. 
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 Every product is labeled with a price following with /EA          
which stands for each. In real life nobody would specify          
that the items cost a certain amount each. 

 

Principle #3  
Make things efficient 

The products are presented in a list format which makes          
it difficult to the users differentiate the items and have a           
clear picture of the products previously visited.  

 

principle #4  
Make the user feel in control 
 
 
 

The checkout page does not allow to update the quantity          
of the items. In order to update the quantity, the user has            
to leave the page, go to the "View Cart" update the           
quantity of the item, click on the "checkout" button, click          
on "Continue" to finally get to the checkout page again. 
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 When the user clicks on “add to cart” they will          
immediately be redirected to the cart and check out         
instead of having the option to continue shopping. This         
makes the user to not feel in control and provides a bad            
user experience. 
 

 

Principle #5  
Provide feedback 
 

 

The webshop does not provide feedback that the card         
number has been filled in correctly. Just after submitting         
the whole payment details is when the user gets the          
feedback that the credit card number is invalid.  
 

 
  

 When trying to log in without having an account there is           
no error message, the website just simply reloads. 
 

 

Principle #6  
Be flexible 
 
 

The checkout process is not flexible. The "pathway"        
displayed as a link on top of the checkout page session           
is not clickable, so if a user needs to fix something in the             
"review cart" page, the user needs to find another way          
because the link does not address to any page. 
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Principle #7  
Be consistent and use 
standards 

The "pathway" with the categories of the page visited are          
displayed as links on the main category "Shopping" on         
the menu bar. However, for the checkout process, the         
"pathway" visited by the user is not used as links which           
the user can go back but only to show the way, even            
though it behaves like a link, but does not lead to           
anywhere. 

 
 

 

 The website is overall slightly consistent with the colors         
they use. However, the yellow arrow the at the search          
section comes out of nowhere and comes across as         
inconsistent. 

 

 The website uses both English and Dutch while        
describing items. They do this very inconsistently;       
translating some items like Cakes (koeken) and Cheese        
(kaas), but then not translating other items like        
Chocolate.  
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Principle #8  
Use visual hierarchy and 
keep it simple

 

On the detail page, the product selected by the user          
presents the same format as the suggested ones by the          
webshop. The photo size could be at least bigger than          
the suggested products, so more from the chosen        
product could be seen by the user, as s/he showed          
interest. 

 

 There is barely any visual hierarchy in the design of the           
store. There is unnecessary information displayed with       
each item and the title is only underlined, not made          
stand out in any other way.      

 

Principle #9  
Offer help 
 

The help offered to help the user to place a n  
order is not presented in the FAQ page. This  
Assistance is provided via a link at the button of the  
page, quite unnoticeable. 

Principle #10  
Use emotion 

There aren't elements that evoke the Dutch culture. The         
famous Delft blue colour and some tulips could have         
been used, as they are some of the national symbols of           
the Dutch culture. It could serve as a connection         
between the Dutch culture and the webshop not only         
visible through the products. 
 

 The home page doesn’t show any call to actions or          
relatable visuals either. This doesn’t activate the user of         
makes them feel any emotion at all. 
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Conclusion 
 
The persona is a busy user, she splits her time with her family, work and friends. She tries to                   
take the most of it. The user tries whenever she can to share her Dutch side through the                  
cuisine. She wants to be able to purchase the Dutch products whenever she wants so she                
won't have to rely on her relatives. The webshop should be easily accessible online in order                
for the user to purchase all the treats or ingredients needed to prepare the best of the Dutch                  
cuisine for her family and friends, even if she is a first-time user. The webshop can be easily                  
navigated through the categories, making it effortless to find all what is needed to prepare               
the best surprise treat for her family and friends. The webshop must be well structured, so                
the user can find the products needed to prepare the treats. The overall page should contain                
the main products and good pictures of the products so the user can clearly see what                
products the store offers. For her friends that don't know much of the Dutch cuisine, but                
could get to know the treat through Floor, our persona, can also purchase the products               
through pictures and descriptions. The website should be user-friendly and should be then             
user-friendly to the Dutch expats who know about the Dutch cuisine and for the non-Dutch.               
The users will notice the connection to the Dutch culture displayed on the style of the                
website as it will evoke the inviting feeling to the Dutch traditions which can be spotted                
through the consistency of the assortiment and how each item is described. 
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Chapter 3 - Requirements 
To improve the website and successfully complete the design challenge the website should             
hold themselves to several requirements. These requirements are concluded from the           
insights gained from the persona based on the target audience.  
 

● Family/child friendly 
It was mentioned people want to involve their children in their heritage, so to also               
make the experience fun for children the website needs to have a clear and simplistic               
aesthetic. 

● Dutch aesthetic 
The only thing currently on the website slightly relating to The Netherlands is their              
logo being classic Dutch houses in a dark blue color. Nothing else on the page gives                
testimony to anything related with the culture and this needs to be improved by              
adding several characteristic Dutch visual references like the colors of the national            
flag or klompen etc. This will apply to the user’s sense of relatedness. 

● Easily accessible 
A complaint was that American (or just general non-Dutch native) stores don’t supply             
typical Dutch items. The website needs to be engaging and have a consistent flow so               
the user feels more motivated to use this website as their supplier for Dutch items. 

● International shipping 
She stated she needed to rely on relatives visiting her to be able to get Dutch treats.                 
This is a big inconvenience for natives living abroad, so international shipping needs             
to be an option on the website.  
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Chapter 4 - Redesign 

Paragraph 4.1 – Style tile 
Style tile: 
https://www.figma.com/file/Odo2uLsCEOLiLbrcMHelWs/Styletile-Dutch-Store?node-id=0%3A1 
 
In our style tile we made sure to display the general vibe our website conveys. The logo is 
both shown in normal form at the top and negative form at the bottom. The name of our store 
has two interpretations. On one side it’s a website selling items from The Netherlands and 
the other side is “Going Dutch” means splitting the bill evenly. In the right upper corner we 
showed which sections are available at the menu bar for our website. We chose these 
specific colors, because they are the traditional Dutch colors. We consistently will use red 
and different shades of blue after one another and we will use orange for special text or 
important buttons. One row already demonstrates how we intend to display the items that 
are for sale in the store with the text blue, price red and the call-to-action button orange. 
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Paragraph 4.2 - Wireframes 
Wireframe: 
https://www.figma.com/file/INrrNIheuBDoztRvX0rYak/Lo-fi-prototype?node-id=0%3A1 
 
Home    Overview 

Detail    Shopping cart

Sign up     Shipping
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Payment     Confirmation

 

 
Chapter 3. Getting Around: Navigation, Signposts, and Wayfinding 

- Clear Entry Points 
This pattern decreases the keystrokes to the users to access the webshop. It             
enhances navigation efficiency, and it shows a constant connection among the pages            
as the users can see all the time the main categories of the webshop, and they can                 
go to the homepage anytime. 

 
 

- Model Panel 
Model panels can be an easy way to request the user           
to sign up or sign in when they have their products in            
the shopping cart. In its case, it affirms for the users           
that their chosen item has been added to their         
shopping cart for purchase. It is also beneficial to         
delay any sign-up or sign-in process until the latest         
possible time in the purchase process in order to not          
interrupt the purchase process any time soon       
unnecessarily. 
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- Breadcrumbs 

Breadcrumbs display each level of hierarchy pointing to the seen page, from the             
head of the application through the way southward. In a sense, they show a single               
linear “part” of the overall outline of the site or application. It also allows the users to                 
go back to the right page where they have been in order to alter information or to add                  
anything that they now think that it is important, as mostly they are clickable              
breadcrumbs.

 
- Progress Indicator 

Progress Indicators can show to the user a range of steps that they passed already               
and how many there are left to go until the final step of the process, which could be                  
for instance sign-up or check process. Understanding this assists them to determine            
if they want to proceed, calculate the time to finish the process, and be aware of the                 
next steps. Progress Indicators also work as navigational tools in case the user             
needs to return to an earlier performed step, the user can do so by clicking that                
action in the outline of steps. 

 
- Sign-In Tools 

This pattern is essentially conventional and expected by the users. Their location is             
mostly placed at the upper-right corner, where many users assume the tools will be              
found. These tools provide the users a quick overview of what they have done so far                
through shopping carts and about their profile in the webshop through the profile,             
help, account settings, and sign-out buttons, serving as a compact dashboard for the             
user. 
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Chapter 4. Layout of Screen Elements 

- Grid of equals 
This pattern is obvious for the redesign of the website since it is a store. To present                 
the items available in our new version of The Dutch Store it is the most convenient                
way to do this by displaying them in a grid of equals. 

 
- Titled sections 

To keep a consistent structure of our website we will          
add titled sections. The user can easily distinguish        
different products and elements on the page and it         
would help navigate them better. 
 

 
- Diagonal balance 

Our design will present a long list of items for sale, so to not overwhelm our user we                  
will have a diagonal balance with important information about the site on the             
upper-left corner. We will continue with a long list and end with something like a               
pagination on the lower-right corner to make the screen have a diagonal balance. 
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- Responsive enabling 
To be able to filter and sort certain items, the user will need to pick a category first.                  
Therefore, the filter and sort feature will be present, but only enabled when this action               
is done. 

  
 
 
 
Chapter 5. Lists of Things 

- Thumbnail grid 
By adding only thumbnails of the products for sale we don’t clutter the website with               
unnecessary information and the user can easily pick the items they want to know              
more about. 

 
- Pagination 

Since webshops often sell a lot of items, displaying them on one single page could               
also confuse the user. We will add a pagination so the user has a better overview of                 
all the items for sale and they could navigate themselves more easily. 
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- Two-Panel Selector 
To add convenience for our user we will add this pattern by putting the category, filter                
and sort options to the left of the screen and all the items on the right. This division                  
will let the user search through items without losing navigation. 

- Jump to item 
For if the user is searching for a specific item, they will simply have to type the name 
of this item into the grid and they will jump straight to it. 

 
 

Chapter 6. Doing things: actions and commands 
- Hover or Pop-Up Tools 

Hover Tools show themselves specifically when      
and where they’re required. They stay out of        
sight, enabling the interface to remain clean and        
uncluttered. They appear when the user      
requests them, and by emerging in answer to        
the user’s commands, they attract attention to       
themselves. For example, the shopping cart can       
be hovered from any page of the webshop and         
the users can see what     
they have added so far. 
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- Spinners and Loading Indicators 
Users become restless when the page just remains there without providing any kind             
of feedback. Loading indicators provide the users with a sign that the request             
process is running. It also gives a sense that the system is working in a timely way                 
and it is responding to the users' commands accordingly. 

 
 

- Action Panel 
Action panels are great for visibility, freedom of        
presentation, and available space. By putting the actions        
out on the principal interface and not covering them         
inside a regular menu, the actions become visible to the          
users. Using for the profile icon, the account settings         
actions can be at any time displayed to the user through           
this profile icon.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
- Prominent “Done” Button or Assumed Next Step 

A simple, well-understood last action provides the users a feeling of closure. There’s             
no uncertainty that the payment process, for instance, will be concluded when that             
button "Pay" is clicked. It does not give a sense of ambiguity to the user, wondering if                 
there is a next step to be taken in order to get their products.              
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Chapter 8. Getting Input from Users: Forms and Controls 
- Forgiving Format 

The search bar of our website will let the user put in any type of information about the 
items (like category, price, color, size etc). So our users have a variety of formats and 
syntaxes they are able to put in. 

 
 

- Input prompt 
For the log in / sign up page we will add this pattern to help the user put the right 
information into the correct boxes. 

 
 

- Password strength meter 
It is always important to have a strong password, so your account doesn’t get 
hacked. We will add a password strength meter to support the user in creating a 
powerful password for the website. 

 
 

- Same-Page Error Message 
When the user makes a mistake while trying to log in / sign up they will receive an 
error message on the same page to directly show the mistake that has been made. 
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Paragraph 4.3 - Visual interface design 
 
Prototype: https://www.figma.com/file/sXEvtI6eA3gvlVkMhrRnP1/Mockup?node-id=0%3A1 
 
Home    Overview 

Detail    Shopping cart

Sign up     Shipping
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Payment     Confirmation
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Chapter 5 - Evaluation 
In the following segment we will explain and evaluate our redesign of The Dutch              
Store. We will give feedback on our choices and our challenges and how they helped               
us improve our design. This section will be divided by individually discussing every             
requirement we assigned ourselves at the beginning of the project. We will elaborate             
on our process by analyzing our wireframe and final prototype. 
Firstly, we accomplished showing the family aesthetic on the redesign of the            
website by using three brightful main colors which are simplistic and easily            
understandable for children. Kids would view our page as fun as well, because we              
used a playful font and a big font size. Every icon we used are large and easy                 
recognizable for every user. We also made sure to implement children in our logo to               
add to the family friendly vibe. We couldn’t achieve a complete children’s design,             
because this would make the website look less professional. It was hard for us to find                
a balance between professionalism and realizing one of our requirements. Even           
though in the end I think we found a way to implement both in an even fashion. 
The Dutch aesthetic is showcased in a similar way as the family aesthetic. The main               
colors are the traditional Dutch colors (red, white, blue and orange). The images are              
of two children wearing clogs, footwear that is often associated with The Netherlands.             
We also added tulips at the top of the overview page as a banner and a Dutch                 
landscape with a windmill als home page. Overall making sure there would me             
references to Holland wasn’t a hard design challenge. The only issue was to make              
sure the colors would match with the images. In a next version I would improve is                
consistency of the buttons, we didn’t communicate everything and accidentally used           
buttons which were not as similar as expected. 
Our site also follows a narrative to maintain the flow; starting with the home page to                
introduce our site. It welcomes new visitors with an image which immediately reminds             
them of Holland. It only shows to clear buttons (a call-to-action) to make the user               
already engage on the site and to not overflow them with too much information. It               
redirects them to an overview page from which point forward all other steps can be               
taken. By creating this narrative and forcing engagement to keep a certain flow going              
we made our site easily accessible. We also made our website easily accessible in              
the literal sense. Foreigners can use our website, because the default language is             
English. These language settings can be changed quickly by pressing the flag on the              
top of the page. 
Lastly we made a separate option on the shipping page to let the user ship the items                 
internationally. The user will have to pay an extra fee, but all part of the world can                 
now be enriched with Dutch treats due to international shipping! 
In conclusion our final design did meet all the requirements and needs as we              
expected. There were minor issues we faced while making the wireframe and            
prototype. It was hard to completely visualize and understand our entire website            
through grey boxes and without color when making the wireframe. Everytime we got             
derailed or confused we went back to the information we learned from the book              
helped. The style tile also helped us whenever we disagreed on a lay out decision.  
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